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Jordan Robinson-Delaney
Associate

MILWAUKEE

OFFICE:
414.298.8524

jrobinson@reinhartlaw.com

LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jordan-robinson-delaney-3a070493/

Jordan Robinson-Delaney is an attorney in Reinhart’s Trusts and Estates Practice, where her diverse education
and professional background coupled with her energy and enterprising spirit give her unique insight and ability
to assist her clients in reaching their trust and estate goals and objectives.

As part of her work in trusts and estates, Jordan also drafts advance health directives, trusts, marital property
agreements and other documents. She provides clients with custom plans for their unique situations and advises
them on best practices reflecting relevant tax implications.

Prior to joining Reinhart, Jordan worked as in-house corporate counsel at a Wisconsin-based manufacturing
company where she structured, negotiated and documented complex supply arrangements, mergers and
acquisitions, licensing, nondisclosures and more. She worked diligently to understand the needs and goals of the
stakeholders, and proceeded to gain advantages and reduce unnecessary risks in each negotiation.

Jordan understands the intensely personal nature of the trusts and estates practice and enjoys the privilege of
helping her clients ensure the legacy of their life’s work is carefully planned. She is extremely detail-oriented,
approachable and relational. She is uniquely suited to help clients navigate the often-unknown waters of their
estates and trusts.

Jordan is passionate about the need for good estate planning and volunteers with Wills for Heroes, a nonprofit
organization staffed by attorneys who provide first responders such as EMTs, firefighters and police officers with
estate plans and advance health directives. Her hobbies include working with her husband on construction
projects and travelling with her family and two rescue dogs.

Education
J.D., University of Wisconsin Law School
M.B.A., summa cum laude, Business Administration in Marketing, Concordia University Wisconsin
B.A., magna cum laude, Communication and Religion, Carthage College
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Bar Admissions
Wisconsin

Practices
Trusts and Estates

Honors & Affiliations
Phantom Lake YMCA Camp (Board of Directors)

Marquette Volunteer Legal Clinic

Milwaukee Young Lawyer Association

Milwaukee Bar Association

Wills for Heroes volunteer

Bohemian Lawyers Association of Chicago

Presentations
“Looking Ahead to 2023: Tax Planning and Changes on the Horizon,” Blue Magazine (January 2023)

https://www.reinhartlaw.com/uploads/documents/Reinhart-Jan2023-Robinson-Delaney-BLUE.pdf

